Application Form for the European Green Capital Award 2022

City Introduction and Context
Give an overview of the city and a general background to the application, including examples of social and
economic sustainability in the city.
Discuss positive and negative factors that have influenced the quality of the environment within the city and its
surrounding area.
Provide a description of the key environmental challenges which the city faces including historical, geographical
and/or socio-economic factors which have influenced the city’s development.
The city's infrastructure plan should be briefly explained.
Applicants are advised to include any former or outstanding environmental legal proceedings in this section.
Please provide the following two maps :
§

Map 1 should show the layout of urban areas, geographical and other features across the city;

§

Map 2 should show your city in the context of the wider surrounding area.

Please also complete the following table:
Table 1: Benchmarking Data - City Introduction and Context
Indicator

Units

Population

196,518

Number of inhabitants 2018

Area

261

km2

2018

Population Density

754

Inh/km2

2018

Average Income Per Capita
(GDP per capita is not available)

25,086

€/capita

2017

Köppen climate classification

Cfa

Year of data

2019

(max. 1,000 words and five graphics, images or tables plus the two requested maps as detailed above)

Parma, like most Italian cities, is a city with a stratified territory throughout a millennium-old history: the Roman
and the medieval city, the Renaissance and the Baroque city, the Bourbon and the Enlightenment city, the
revolutionary and the Habsburg city, the peasant and the entrepreneurial city, the City of Verdi and of
barricades, the city with deeply rooted popular traditions, the city beyond the torrent. Its urban fabric and
agricultural landscape are marked by ancient footprints of the Roman land-division system along the Via
Aemilia. The confluence between the Parma and Baganza rivers, forming an upside down Y, is the territorial
element characterizing the city and deeply influencing its urban layout.
The City of Parma is based in the Po Valley, featuring an intense human activity that contributes to the high
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concentration of polluting sources.

Map 1 - Layout of urban areas, geographical and other features across the city
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Map 2 - Parma in the context of the wider surrounding area

The City of Parma is a virtuous example of high quality of life, well-being, social, cultural and environmental
quality. A unique public and private partnership model, a close relationship with the academic and research
world, a close relationship between the green economy and urban regeneration, social inclusion and cultural
production. Parma is also characterized by a top-notch cultural youth-friendly system; a city with refined event
management capabilities at a national and international level. The uniqueness of the city of Parma also lies in its
ability to establish an open dialogue with its local community.

Figura 3 - City centre view

A city with a European and international vocation:
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•

Since 2015, Parma has been officially proclaimed a “Creative City for gastronomy” by UNESCO. It is the
cradle of the Italian Food Valley and among the favorite food and wine tasting tourist destinations.
Parma boasts a whole range of prestigious PDO and PGI products (including Parmigiano Reggiano,
Culatello, Prosciutto di Parma and Salame Felino). It is also home to an important network of producers’
consortia and companies who are able to enhance the value of its excellence. The agri-food district
covers the city of Parma and its 29 neighbouring municipalities.

Figura 4 - The Dinner of the thousand initiative

•

The Municipality has a longstanding experience in the management of EU funded projects and in the
organisation of international events.
The Municipality cooperates with a wide network of 121 among cities and organisations in Europe.

•

University City. The University is a cultural and economic pole of attraction, a true resource, a wealth of
energy and enthusiasm. The commitment of the City is to continue to grow together with the University
of Parma as a sign of the most effective, rich, competent and stimulating synergism.

A city with an environmental vocation: health and environmental quality as a challenge of the future
The City of Parma pursues the farsighted goal to become a green city, based on the most crucial aspects of
environmental quality, efficiency and circular use of resources, mitigation and adaptation to climate change,
enhancing the economic and social implications of a better quality of life and wellbeing at the urban level
generated by a green economy.
This view is also reflected in the 5 core pillars of the infrastructural and urban development planning of Parma, a
city without suburbs, with the aim to sew up the urban fabric:
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-

Urban regeneration of the existing city

-

Reduced land sealing (transformation of 4,3 million m2 wide land classified to be used for building
purposes into agricultural land)

-

Hydraulic and geological land safety

-

Widespread service network

-

Facilitating the birth of centres of excellence

The 2022 City’s commitment and policy guidelines are centered on three major goals:
1. The city of people
2. The changing city
3. The city of tomorrow1
The cultural and tourist vocation of the city: the networking merit
•

The acknowledgement of Parma 2020 Italian Capital of Culture has, in particular, rewarded the publicprivate partnership model and the alliance between the institutions, the business fabric and its
citizens. Seven socio-cultural districts, located in different areas of the city, which are turned into spaces
of creativity, reflection, regeneration and innovation. Thirty-two projects centered on the application
claim – A City where Culture marks the passage of time – and on an ambitious pilot project, including
performances, building sites, exhibitions and shows, designed together with all the institutions,
associations, national and European forces of Parma and its community, in a virtuous synergy between
public and private partnership, further strengthened by this application.

Figura 5 - Parma Italian Capital of Culture Logo

•

1

Tourism as a resource. In recent years, Parma has proven to have great potential in terms of tourism
attractiveness, thanks to its excellent food and wine, cultural, musical, artistic, sporting heritage, but

More information in Indicator 12
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also exhibitions and congresses. The milestone of 700,000 visitors reached in 2016, becomes the starting
point towards a new important target for the tourism industry in the Parma area.

Figura 6 - Duomo and Baptistery

•

Parma and the Music. Parma and music are linked together by an unbreakable bond and Teatro Regio is
its backbone. Yet, Parma has succeeded to develop further poles of attraction that today contribute to
make music and dance a true hallmark of the city. The goal is to consolidate the Parma model continuing
to spread the music of its territory worldwide.
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Figura 7 - The Regio Theater

Word Count Check
Please complete the below word count check for City Introduction and Context.
As per the Guidance Note (Annex 2 of the Rules of Contest), the word count includes text in graphics/tables and
the body of text. The word count excludes text in the original application form, captions and text in Table 1:
Benchmarking Data - City Introduction and Context.
Section

Number of words in
graphics/tables

Number of words in
body of text

Total number of words in
graphics/tables and body of text

Max.
words

Introduction

0

831

831

1,000
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